SUMMER

ACROSS

1 Entrance rug
4 Package label
8 Obstacle
12 Make a mistake
13 Sixth month of the Gregorian calendar
14 Enlarge
16 Uses seasonings
18 Open up
20 Not as insane
21 Female parent
23 Compass point
24 Unhappy
25 Battle of nations
26 Degree of warmth
27 What legs are attached to
29 Big Illinois city on Lake Michigan
32 Hoopla
33 Hotel room cleaner
34 Measure of how long
38 Viper
40 Canadian Olympic site
41 Body art
42 Sheet of matted cotton
43 Liquor

44 Amazing
46 Paradise
47 Stabs
50 Type of music
51 Before, poetically
52 Unrefined metal
53 Make a sweater
55 Capital of Byelorussia
58 Pacific Ocean discoverer
60 Moron
63 Flower
64 Midday
65 Snooze
66 Harness
67 Urge on prod
68 Time zone
SUMMER

DOWN

1 What children make
2 Region
3 Ship
4 Water between cliffs
5 Move quickly
6 Less than two
7 Sea princess
8 Moved through the water
9 One of Columbus' ships
10 Advertisements
11 Birds that make a gaggle
15 Space administration
17 Salty water masses
19 Permit
22 Electric spark
25 Bit
26 __ Kong (island)
27 Poetic "has"
28 Belief
29 Open boat with pointed ends that is paddled
30 Having wings
31 Money (German)
33 Cry like a cat
35 Cultivation of flowers and plants
36 Factual
37 Religious song
39 Parent teacher groups
40 Outdoor space with temporary shelters
42 Activity of using a water craft for pleasure
45 __ Lanka
46 Little Mermaid's love
47 Work
48 Middle East dweller
49 Stomach
51 Make corrections to
53 Odd fellow
54 Your title
56 Close the door hard
57 Stored
59 Hiss
61 Cow speak
62 Constrictor snake